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Distribution centers are the epicenter of eCommerce 

operations. As the demands on eCommerce put more 

pressure on distribution centers, operations personnel 

need to maximize the productivity of resources.   

BARRIERS TO 
OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY 
IN DISTRIBUTION CENTERS 

Operational Intelligence by Honeywell is a software offering that provides intelligent visibility into 

workflows. Companies gain real-time access to predictive analytics, giving them the confidence 

to make data-backed decisions, optimize warehouse processes, and manage devices with 

actionable insights that improve productivity. With Honeywell Operational Intelligence on your side, 

effortlessly unearth opportunities for improvement – even the ones you didn’t know were there.   
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BRING ACTIONABLE 
INSIGHTS TO THE 
SURFACE 

Operational Intelligence by Honeywell is a workflow optimization 

solution that goes beyond simply providing data - it brings 

valuable insights to the surface; even those you didn’t know were 

there – empowering you to confidently improve your workflows.   

We call this intelligent visibility; visibility that unearths opportunities 

through workflow time studies, behavioral and asset analytics, 

utilization metrics, and more. Then, operations management can turn 

those actionable insights into automated workflows, such as:      

Battery health notifications 

Honeywell Operational Intelligence can see not only the device but the 

battery in the device. It can track if the battery was fully charged when the 

device was turned on, and the health of the battery such as how many 

charge cycles have been used and how many remain in the battery.*  

Real-time battery diagnostics 

Honeywell Operational Intelligence can also be configured to alert your staff when 

a bad battery has been discovered so you can take steps to remove it from your 

inventory before it continues to waste your worker’s valuable time and productivity.

Device location tracking 

With the “Find My Device” feature, operations managers can track devices lost 

in large warehouse environments and cause them to ping when in range.

Device check-out/check-in  

Enable full visibility and accountability by knowing the usage of each device 

throughout each shift, audit daily transactions to review incidents, and have 

total confidence that each device is being returned at the end of each shift.  

Network insights via access points 

Discover network “dead zones” in warehouses and provide a continued network for 

deployed devices where mobility workers commonly lose connection and decrease 

productivity. 

Operational Intelligence by Honeywell supports additional functionalities and 

actionable insights:

• Application usage and analytics

• Device usage monitoring

• Device drop analytics

• Printer usage and analytics

⅓
of devices are projected 

to go missing  

60-100
minutes lost  in 

worker productivity 

per device issue 

10%
of devices fail before 

a full shift ends¹ 

1. VDC Research Group, Inc. | Enterprise Mobility,
“Total Cost of Ownership Models for Line of 
Business Mobile Solutions,” December 2018**

* battery health is dependent on
usage and other factors

**  Studies were conducted by VDC and not 
specific to the distribution center industry. 
The above numbers will vary by industry
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Going beyond the data and leveraging actionable insights and automated workflows from Honeywell Operational 

Intelligence is a critical first step to making a measurable impact on productivity. The actionable insights 

and related automated workflows that Operational Intelligence provides distribution centers the information 

they need to confidently optimize processes and procedures and increase worker productivity. 

SEE BEYOND JUST DATA 
WITH HONEYWELL 
OPERATIONAL 
INTELLIGENCE
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About Peak Technologies
Peak Technologies delivers end-to-end enterprise mobility, managed services, printing 
and mobile data capture solutions for performance-driven organizations focused on 
the optimization of supply chain and field-based business processes. Peak 
Technologies’ in-depth industry-specific experience, state-of-the-art solutions and 
managed services, and exemplary customer support provide transformational 
business solutions and results that deliver greater ROI and outstanding value. Peak 
Technologies serves as a trusted business partner for some of the world’s largest 
companies, while also supporting local and regional customers with an extensive 
coverage footprint throughout North America and Europe.
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